
CAsSOWARIES, MINIMUM VIABLE 
AND CRITICAL DEPENSATION OF 

CHAPTER 6 

. In the rainforests of rlorthe~~tern Alistr.lli~. up to 100 sPecies Oft~~: 
.· S.eeded_fruit trees depend _almOst e:ntirety_ on <i single bird specres· for · 
·- distributiO~. _This bird, the"casso~rY. is a large riltite~ ·an osti'ich~like 
' bifd that lives in the forest. It is ~he only aniinat knciwri in the' region ca~ 
· pable of swallowing and transportingvery-large seeds, ·up to 2 ~g of 

which can be found in a single scat: EvlderiCe su-ggests that some-see'ds 
must' pasS throUgh_thtfdigestfve't!'aCfOf a c~sOWiiry before they ·can 
germinate. - . · ·· 

Cassowaries need _large honle.-~e_rri~ories to survive. especiatty ·in the . 
highland forests. As forests' are dear~d in a patch~ork pattern, few 
areas remain that c_an sustain a,Viabte ~ssOwaiy poputation.)'Vithout 

. _cassowaries, many trees in the_ r~gio_n ,Wm --~e_ .u~abt~ to disp~rse, an~ 
some nlay not even be. able tO_ germinate~··_Eve~tU_auy::theS_e-sPeCies ~_re 
likelY .tO''go extinct. Other ptants a_n_d~ an_tmatS~:d:epen_d o_rr_the~~·speCies,'

·.·and th_ey toO will go eXtinCt. !goitJng ·a· chain· r~.a~ti~~---~f -~,ng_ion._ .i_ri . 
species that may in tum depei'ld on tlJem.:l!'·e-net·re~~t:c'o_lJld' -~e-a d_r.i~ 
_matic change in forest compositiOn." tea-ding to-_ a (fuauhlfi\felid~ffe~ent 

. eCOsyStem: The entire p-rocess could take a ·verY·t!ing·tiTn_e:-_1f[OiihftiOt". 
be nOticed until ·centuries after it is too tate~a- _ _ , /·::::.._ _.- .. _ ·':·;;~\-~· - .,_,~ · 

Such examples of mechanisms for CritiCal d~pe~-~atio~:~~1~St"~:f;W -_·z, 
. Of the possibilities that have been proposed.'Again-~ ~e.inkt_~·ffiph.-~jze-~~--:1 

thatwe really have_ little idea where maximum sustaiOabl~~,Y~dS-;~~:~df~_'"·_·::.- _' 
cal depensation points lie. Ignorance, uncertainty,.-arld Vil~i~~iii£Y::af~_Q:~t~<: 
con stan~ tt?mpanions in_ the real world. . ·_.·'..;.·:. ; .. ;~e;~~/jJ .. £€s~' ~~I~i~ .::_ ,;-~ 
0/. serrtri.tpperbaumer.· co~serVGtiorr of a Rail'l{orest Gia~ .wt~~~ii' S(D~~~f:::£:-;:}; -~- -~'~-' 

' (~992) •. Aiso extensive personal communications. · .-·-·, ·.~:.:~~:?':~i;~\::i·.-;,i·! ; _ __ --,-..-,, 
:.. .. -.......,._._. . .;:_,;.., __ ..:;...____._-,;.,_,_ .. 

!Ill ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 

In our discussion of ecosystem structure and function, we explained why 
forests need the functions generated by forests to survive, but we also 
hinted at the presence of a.."tensive benefits that ecosystem functions pro
vide for humans. We call an ecosystem fo.nction tha.t has value to human be
ings an ecosystem service. For example, forested watersheds help maintain 
stable climates necessary for agriculture, prevent both droughts and 
floods, purify water, and provide recreation opportUnities--all invaluable 
services for \Vatershed inhabitants. But ecosystems provide many more 
services, of course. Unfortunately, we are unsure exactly how ecosystem 
structure creates ecosystem services, and we are often completely unaware 
of the services they generate. For example, prior to the 1970s, most peo
ple were unaware that the ozone layer played a critical role in making our 
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planet habitable8 If we also take into account the tightly interlocking na
ture of ecosystems, itS safe to say that humans benefit in some way from 
almost any ecosystem function. 

We just described forests as a stock of trees that generates a flow of 
trees. Now we want to look at the forest as a creator of services; as such, 
it is very different from a stock of trees. A stock of trees can be harvested 
at any rate; that is, humans have control over the rate of flow of timber 
produced by a stock of trees. Trees can also be harvested and used imme
diately or stockpiled for later use. Ecosystem services are fundamentally 
different. We cannot use climate stability at any rate we choose~for ex
ample, drawing on past or future climate stability to compensate for the 
global warming we may be causing today. Nor can we stockpile climate 
stability for use in the future. Nor does climate stability become a pan of 
what it produces. If timber is used to produce a chair, the timber is em
bodied in that chair. If climate stabiliry is used to produce a crop of grain, 
that grain in no way embodies climate stability. Furthermore, climate sta
biliry is not altered by the production of a crop of grain (unless perhaps 
the grain is grovro. on recently deforested land, but still it is the deforesta
tion and not the grain that affects climate stabiliry). 

Intact ecosystems are :fl.md.s that provide ecosystem services, while 
their structural components are stocks that provide a flow of raw materi
als. However, recall that stock-flow resources are used up, and fund
service resources are wom out. But when ecosystems provide valuable 
services, this does not "wear them out." The fact is, however, that ecosys
tems would ''wear out" if they did not constantly capture solar energy to 
renew themselves. The ability of ecosystem fund-services to reproduce 
themselves diatinguishes them in a fundamental way from manmade 
fund-services. Depreciating machines in a factory do not automatically re-
produce new machines to replace themselves. .-

Examples ofecosystern services provided by a forest may help clarify 
the concept. Costanza et al. descnbe 17 different goods and services gen
erated by ecosystems. 9 Forests provide all of these to at least some degree. 
Of these, food and raw materials are essentially stock-flow variables, 
though their ability to regenerate is a fund-service. The remaining fund
service variables included are described in Table 6.1. 

8
As funher e'iidence of the extreme uncertainty concerning ecosystem function and human 

impacts upon it, in 1973 physicist james Lovelock, bmous for the Gaia hypothesis, to his later re~ 
gret stated that fluoroc:trbons posed no concciVllble h:ttru:d to the environment. M. E. Kowalok, 
Common Tbre:J.ds: Rese:lrch Lessons from Acid Rain, Ozone Depletion. :md Global Warming, En· 
vironment 35(6):12-20, 35-38 (1993). 

9R. CosttlnZ:l. et al., The Value of !he World's Ecosystem Services :md Natural Capiml, Nature 
387:256, Table 2 (1997). 

·Climate regulation 

Disturbance regulation 

Waste absorption 
capacity 

Erosion control and 
sediment retention 

Soil formation 

Nutrient cycling 

Pollination 

Biological control 

Refugia or habitat 

Genetic resources 

Recreation 

Cultural 

Trees store CO:.:: and growing trees create 0:.::: forests can clean SO:.:: from the atmosphere. 

Green house gas regulation; evapotranspiration and subsequent transport of stored heat 
energy to other regions by wind; evapotranspiration, cloud formation, and local rainfall: 
effects of shade and insulation on local humidity and temperature extremes. 

Storm protection, flood control (see water regulation). drought recovery. and other 
aspects of habitat response to environmental variability controlled mainly by vegetation 
structure. 

Tree roots aerate soil, allowing it to absorb water during rains and release it during dry 
times. reducing risk and severity of both droughts and floods. 

Evapotranspiration can increase local rainfall; forests can reduce erosion and hold stream 
banks in place, preventing siltation ofin~stream springs and increasing water flow. 

Forests can absorb large amounts of organic waste and fitter pollutants from runoff; some 
plants absorb heavy metals. 

Trees hold soil in place, forest canopies diminish impact of torrential rainstorms on soils, 
diminish wind erosion. 

Tree roots grind rocks; decaying vegetation adds organic matter. 

Tropical forests are characterized by rapid assimilation of decayed material. allowing little 
time for nutrients to run off into streams and be flushed from the system. 

Forests harbOr insects necessary for fertilizing wild and domestic species. 

Insect species harbored by forests prey on insect pests. 

Forests provide habitat for migratory and resident species, creating conditions essential 
for reproduction of many of the species they contain. 

Forests are sources for unique biological materials and products. such as medicines, 
genes for resistance to plant pathogens and crop pests, ornamental species. 

Ecotourism, hiking, biking. 

Aesthetic, artistic, educational. spiritua~ and scientific values of forest ecosystems. 
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THINK ABOUT IT! 

Of the ecosystem services in Table 6.1.. which are rival and which are 
excludable? Which would be impossible to make excludable? 

Again. we emphasize that the precise relationship between the quantity 
and qualu:y of an ecosystem fund and the services it provides is highly un
cenam and lS almost cena:inly characterized by nonlinearities thresh lds 
and m ' o, 

emergent properties. vve can say 'With reasonable confidence that the 
~rger an ecosystem fund and the better its health, the more services it is 
likely to generate. As we deplete or degrade a complex ecosystem fund 
we really cannot predict what will happen with any reasonable probabil: 
uy. Smce we have defined service as an anthropocentric concept we do 
know that it can be dnunatically affected by human presence and ~se and 
not JUSt by abuse. For example, a highly degraded forest in an urban set
ong. may offer more water regulation and more recreational and culrural 
semces (as measured by benefits to humans) than a pristine forest remote 
from human populations. Forests near orchards or other insect-poll.inated 
crops may offer far more valuable pollination services. 

~erhaps even more critical for the economic problem of efficient allo
catJ.on of ec~tem services is their spatial variation. To use an example 
already described, large tropical forestS can regulate climate at the local 
level, the regional level, and the global level. Flood control and water pu
~caoon ~rovided by forests may benefit only select populations border
mg local nvers and floodplains, and the provision of habitat for migratory 
bmls may benefit primarily populations along the migratory pathways. 
Eco~tem services have some other characteristics that make them ex

tremely rmportant economically. Probably most important, it is unlikely 
that ~ can develop substitutes for most of these services, including the 
proVlSI.on . of suitable habitat for humans. We scarcely understand how 
these semces are generated, and we are not aware of all of them. At the 
c~st of some $200 million, a billionaire named Edward Bass initiated the 
Btosphere .Two proje:t in Arizona to see if he could develop substitutes for 
these semces suffioent to sustain only eight people. The project failed. 
lmagme creanng substitutes for billions of people! In addition, most 
~cosystem. semces are nonrival-if I benefit from a forest;s role in reduc
mg flo.ods, provi~g. ~bitat for pollinators, or regulating atmospheric 
gases, 1t does not dumrush the quantity or quality of those services avail
able to anyone else. Many ecosystem services (though certainly not all) are 
nonexcludable by their very nature as well. 

The Relationship Between Natural Capital Stocks and funds 

In .re~ew, the structural elements of an ecosystem are stocks of biotic and 
ab10oc resources (minerals, water, trees, other plants, and animals), which 
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when combined together generate ecosystem functions, or services. The 
use of a biological stock at a nonsustainable level in general also depletes 
a corresponding fund and the services it provides. Hence, when we har
vest trees from a forest, we are not merely reducing the stock of trees but 
are also changing the capacity of the forest to create ecosystem services, 
many of which are vital to our survival. The same is true for fish we har
vest from the ocean, except we know even less about the ecosystem serv
ices produced by healthy oceanic ecosystems. 

The relationship between natural capital stock-flow and fund-service 
resources illustrates one of the inost important concepts in ecological eco
nomics: It is impossible to create something from nothing; all economic 
production requires a flow of natural resources generated by a stock of 
natural capital. This flow comes from structural components of ecosys
tems, and the biotic stocks are also funds that produce ecosystem services. 
Therefore, an excessive rate of flow extracted from a stock affects not only 
the stock and its ability to provide a flow in the future but also the fund 
to which the stock contributes and the services that fund provides. Even 
abiotic stocks (i.e., elements and fossil fuels) can be extracted and con
sumed only at some cost to the ecosystem. In other \V'Ords, production re
quires inputs of ecosystem structure. Ecosystem structure generates 
ecosystem function, which in turn provides services. All economic pro
duction thus has an impact on ecosystem services, and because this :im
pact is unavoidable, it is completely internal to the economic process. 

1111 WASTE ABSORPTION UPACllY 

But this is only half the story. The laws of thermodynamics ensure that raw 
materials once used by the economic system do not disappear but instead 
return to the ecosystem. as high-entropy waste. !hey also ensure that the 
process of producing useful (ordered) products also produces a more than 
compensating amount of disorder, or waste. Much of this waste can be as
similated by the ecosystem. Indeed, waste assimilation and recycling are 
ecosystem services on which all life ultimately depends. However, as a 
fund-service, waste absorptiOn occurs only at a fixed ra.te, while conver
sion of stock-flow resources into waste occurs at a rate we can choose. 
Waste absorption capacity is a sink for which we have control over the 
flow from. the faucet but not aver the size of the drain. The removal of 
ecosystem structure also affects the ability of the ecosystem to process 
waste. If we discharge waste beyond the ecosystem's capacity to absorb it, 
we can reduce the rate at which an ecosystem can absorb waste, which 
makes the waste accumulate more quickly. In time, the waste buildup will 
affect other ecosystem functions, though we cannot always predict which 
services will be affected and when. 
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A specific elali!1ple can help illustrate these points. When we first begin 
t~ dump wastes, such as raw sewage and agricultural runoff, into a pris
nne lake, they will be heavily diluted and cause little hatm. Higher waste 
loa~ may threaten humans who use the lake vri.th intermittent health 
problems from bacteria and noxious chemicals contaminating the sewage, 
and water becomes unsuitable for drinking without prior treatment In~ 
creasing nutrients allow bacterial and algal populations to thrive, increas~ 
ing the ability of the system to process waste but reducing a number of 
other ecosystem sezvices. Fish will beghl to accumulate noxious com
pounds present in the waste stream and become inedible. Pollution
sensitive species will be extirpated. Yet more waste may make the water 
u~itable for drinking even after extensive processing, and eventually it 
'Will become too contaminated for industrial use. Excess nutrients eventu
ally lead to eutrophication, where algal and bactetial growth absorbs so 
much oxygen during the rtight10 and during the decay process that fish, 
amphibians, and most invertebrate species die out. Birds and terrestrial 
animals that depend on the lake for water and food will suffer. With even 
greater \VaSte flows, even algae may fail to thrive, and we have surpassed 
the waste abso~tion capacity of the system. Waste begins to accumulate, 
further decreasmg the ability of algae to survive and leading to a more 
rap1d accumulanon of waste even if the waste flow is not increased any 
more. The system collapses. 

~or to the ?oU:t where waste flows exceed the waste absorption ca
pa~ty, ~ reducoon m flows will. allow the system to recuperate. After that 
pomt, 1t may not. Similar dynamics apply to other ecosystems. If the 
ecosystem in question provides critical life..-support functions, either lo
cally or globally, the costs of exceeding the waste absorption capacity of 
an ecosystem are basically infinite, at least from the perspective of the hu
mans it sustains. 

In g~e~, ecosystems have a greater ability to pro~ess waste products 
from b10logtcal resources and a much more limited capacity to absorb 
manmade chemicals created from mineral resources. This is because 
ecosystems evolved over billions of years in' the presence of biological 
wastes. In contrast, products such as halogenated cyclic organic com
pounds and plutonium (two of the most pernicious and persistent pollu
tants !mown) are novel substances with which the ecosystem has had no 
evolutionary experience and therefore has not adapted. 
. In contrast to many ecosystem services, "WaSte absorption capacity is 

nval. If I dump pollution into a river, it reduces the capacity of the river 

1
0While gro~g p~ts are net producers of oxygen and absorbers of C02, they ::Uso require 

oxygen for sutv~.val. Dunng the d:l.y. photosynthesis generates more oxygen than the plants con~ 
sume. but at night they consume oxygen without producing any. Average oxygen levels may be 
higher, but the lowest levels determine the ability of fish and other species to survive. 
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to assimilate the waste you dump in. It is also fairly simple to establish in
stitutions that make waste absorption excludable, and many such "institu

tions exist. 
The bottom line is that the laws of thermodynamics tell us that natural 

resources are economic throughputs. We must pay close attention to 
where they come from and where they go. 

Table 6.2 summarizes some of the important characteristics of the three 
biotic resources. We will discuss these characteristics and exa:rn,jne their 
policy relevance in greater detail in Chapter 12 and Part VI. 

The points to take away from this chapter deserve reiteration. First, hu
mans, like all animals, depend for survival on the ability of plants to cap
ture solar energy in two ways: directly as a source of energy and indirectly 
through the life-support functions generated by the global ecosystem, 
which itself is driven by the net primary productivity of plants. There are 
no substitutes for these life-support functions. Second, every act of eco
nomic production requires natural resource inputs. Not only are these in~ 
puts being used faster than they can replerdsh themselves, but when these 
structural elements of ecosystems are removed, they diminish ecosystem 
function. Third, every act of economic production generates 'WaSte. Waste 
has a direct impact on human well-being and further diminishes ecosys~ 
tern function. VVhile the removal of mineral resources may have little di
rect impact on ecosystem function, the waste stream from their extraction 
and use is highly damaging to ecosystems and human well-being in the 
long run. As the economy expands, it depletes nonrenewable resources, 
displaces healthy ecosystems and the benefits they provide, and degrades 
remaining ecosystems with waste outflows. 

Biotic resources are unique because they are simultaneously stocks and 
funds, and their ability to renew themselves is a fund~service. This means 

Ill! Table 6~ 
EcONOMIC (HARACTERIS!ICS OF BtonC RESOURCES .· 

Can Be 
Biotic Stock-Flow or Made Rival Between 

Resource Fund~Service Excludable Rival Generations 

Renewable Stock~flow Yes Yes Depends on 

Resources 
rate of use 

Ecosystem Fund-service For most, no For most, no No 

Services 

Waste Absorption Fund~service Yes Yes Depends on 

Capacity 
rate of use 

Substitutability 

High at margin, 
ultimately 
nonsubstitutable 

Low at margin, 
nonsubstitutabte 

Moderate at margin, 
nonsubstitutable 
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that ultimately economic scale is determined by the amount of fund· 
services provided in a given year, where one of those fund.services is the 
ability of renewable natural resources to renew. Biotic resources have a 
particularly large impact on scale because they ultimately have no substi
tutes, and we cannot sun:rive without them. 

I::UijiUJ;.$-i to remember 

• Ecosystem structure 
• Ecosystem function 
• Ecosystem services 
• Stock-flow and fund-service 

resources 
• Risk, uncertainty, ignorance 

• Carrying capacity 
• Minimum viable population 
• Critical depensation 
• Maximum sustainable yield 
• Waste absorption capacity 
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METHODS FOR MONETARY VALUATIONS OF 
ECOSYSTEMS . 

Se~ernt methods are av3itabt~_f~~ ~ll~_fn:~--~ollarY3lues On the nonmar· . 
keted goods and setVic~ )l_i-Qyi~Ja._-~y_e<;o.sySt~rns. Many of these areap· 
propriate forvalui~g_OI1lY a _sm:at~-~UbSetOf serviceS. Most textbooks in 
environmental econ0f11ici;')lf~Xfd~-- ~O.a~equate irltroduction to· these 
methods. We recomffiehd-a{a·gbod··startfng point the Web site "Eco_sys.. 
'tern Valuation,. at http·:/ fW.WW:·~OSYstemvaluation.org', where the-follow· 
ing methods· are trste& :~:-.·:':J:(.~.-~}-~-~·>!~7::_-.. · 
• MarketPrice·Mclii6d?ESi.frh~~~,~~c·ono~-ic_values for ecosyStem prod~ 

ucts or servic:e-S}harar~£ bouihi and sold in commercial markets. 
• PfoductiVitY_A-'f~i!idd;:·EStr-rrta_tif~~economic values for ecosystem pfod~ _ · 

ucts or_·-~ervfces~th3t·corltfi.bute·to the production of commercially 
markete{~0-~~5~;-:-: <c~::'."· 

• Hedoni"c-eficirig 1We~Od: Estitrii:ltes economic values for e·coSystem or 
enviT:oniTt_efliat Services that dirEictly affect market prices: of sqme 
o_the(_g()0~~:-.2~-:·,_:_ .. -__ ·--:_. __ ··_:·_, ___ _. ___ :_· .. · -;_ _ . _-

~''TfaiierCO~ Meth~d:-Estitriates·econoniic vatU"es asSoci3.ted With 
·_eCOS)ISfe_~s'-_Or_-site_s thafarruse~ fOr recreation. AsSumeS that the 
:VallleOf~islte.fS __ fefled:ed in hOw muCh people are willing to pay to 
~travel.tti:Vrsitthe'site.. s-_, > 

-.;~ _:''' -· .- . ---
. ·. • -oQlriage_·Cost AVoidec4 RePtaC'elnentCost. and SUbstitute Cost Meth~ 

ads~ Estin13te· economic values based on the costs of avoided dan'!· 
a~s ·r_eSUtiiil~ frOID lost ecosYs~em Services, the costs Of replacing 
_eco~~e·T'"s~rViceS~ Or t_he_ ·ca:s:tS ·of prov~~ing substitl!te ~ervk~S. 

• COiltiri§ent _ValisatiO_n Mithod::_·esti,fnafis ·eCOnomic vatUeSforvirtually 
~OV_·e_cosystem- or·enVirOnme_ntatse_rvice. The most widely. used 
-meth_o~::f?.f-~Stiffiatiflg nonuse:o_r .. ~.P~sive _use,. values. Asks people-·· 

_ :to ,direc_tt')<State th~r willingn·~ss '.to: pay for specific environmental 
· s_e.y~ces;.p3Sed._on a hypothetical scenario. . . _ . 

·• Co~ftrii7_~'4t~q}~ic~_:M~thod: Esti~at~s .. ~~mlOmic values_ for virtually .. 
. Cit1Y-~.c~-~~em_ or environmental se_rvice .. Based on asking people to . 
m_~k_e.\~-~~_ffS-~eiWeef.· sets of ~c0_5Ys~ein-or environmental seiViCeS 
or_ c}ia~cte_fiSticS~ Does- not directly ·ask fof"willingness tO p_a)t; this is 
triferr~d·.frtinl'tradeoffs thatindude 'costas an attribute. · ·_. _ · 

• B~ilefi_tJ;:Qfii(efM~·iho-d:-Estimates econ.dinrcvatues bYt~nsfu~ing · 
existing_bene~t ~timates from studies already completed for another 

'tocaiiOO ·o·r- iSSue.- · · · 

tri]Jution, Conventional economists argue that the question is not one of 
distribution but rather one of efficient allocation. If a resource '\-V'ill be suf
ficiently more valuable in the future than in the present, it should be 
saved for the future. Therefore, maximizing the net present value (NPV) 

I 
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